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	This Thesis entitled Rhyme, meter and translation strategies in translating Sapardiâ€™s poemâ€™s. In this
research, the writer analyze  the textual element which cover the rhyme and meter and translation strategies
in every stanza of Sapardi Djoko Damonoâ€™s poems. There are eight poems in this research taken from a
volume book  published by the department of Malay studies National University of Singapore. The poems are
written by a famous Indonesian poet  Sapardi Djoko Damono and translated by Harry G Aveling there are
entitled Kami Bertiga, Di tangan Anak- Anak, Perahu Kertas, Sihir Hujan, Cermin, Yang Fana Adalah Waktu,
Bertebaran Sayap and Apakah written by Sapardi Djoko Damono and they are translated into English as :
Three of us, In Childrenâ€™s Hands, Paper Boat, Black Magic Rain, Mirror, Time is Meaningless, Spreading
Wings and The Problem.This study use qualitative method. So, firstly the writer reads the original poems and
compared it into the translated one and then analyzing the textual elements which cover the meter and rhyme
in poetry. After that the writer determined the translation strategies use in every stanza of the poem by using
Andre Alphon Lefevereâ€™s seven strategies in translating poetry. This study has two result, first the
difference in rhyme and meter of both version of the poem Indonesian and English such as the number of
syllable and the rhyme pattern in both poem. Second, the translation strategies used in every lines of the
poem. The dominant method used to translate the poem Is Literal translation which means word to words
translation. There are 32 lines found translated using literal translation. And 8 lines found using interpretation
strategies to translate the poem as found in the second and third stanza of the poem perahu kertas translated
into paper boat.  And 7 lines using blank verse translation which emphazise the meaning of the original poem
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